
Statement of Shirin Nariman on the Occasion of World Day against the Death Penalty, October 10, 

2010, outside of the US Supreme Court 

As a human being I am against capital punishment anywhere in the world. I see it as a heinous and 

barbaric act.  I feel one of the major obstacle of 21 century would be to move further from  this dreadful 

human act and closer to peace in the world without any need for revenge. 

As an Iranian-American I am particularly very concern about the executions in Iran. Iran has the highest 

execution rate in the world after China. Last year alone there were 388 known cases. But the numbers 

could be higher as there is no independent organization or direct access to the real numbers. All these 

numbers were collected through official or semi official Iranian media announcements. Therefore the 

real numbers are not in hand. 

So far we have 198 case of execution in 2010, Nine have been executed so far in October. 

Iran is also one of the 3 countries that execute children. Delara Darabi was  17 when she was arrested 

and executed when she was 23 despite all international efforts for her case. 

Ebrahim Hamidi (18 year old) not gay but sentenced for Lavat or Sodomy based on “Judges knowledge” 

a loophole that allows for subjective Judicial ruling is another minor waiting for his exection. 

As of right now we have 24 cases of sentencing or upholding of executions (according to Hrana by 

September). 

Hossein Derakhshan a Canadian blogger who was arrested in 2008 when he visited Iran has been 

sentenced to Death Penalty. 

Jafar Kazemi, Ali Saremi, Ali Hoj Aghaei, Abdolreza Ghanbari, Ahmad & Mohsen Daneshpour (father and 

son) Javad Lari and Farah Vazehan are all among the 24. 

 At the end I like to finish by reading a statement from a prominent political prisoner in Iran who has 

sent a message on the occasion of the  World Day Against the Death Penalty, which falls on October 10.  

Behrouz Javid Tehrani, who was arrested during the July 1999 student uprising and has  been imprisoned 

ever since, started his message by honoring the memory of 137 of his  cellmates whose hangings he can 

attest to.  The message, dated October 2, 2010, says, “In memory of 137 of my cellmates and  friends 

who in the past 10 years, due to regular or political charges, I said goodbye to  before they were hanged, 

I want to wish for a day when there will no longer be hanging,  stoning, amputation or flogging anywhere 

on this planet.”  

Mr. Javid Tehrani added, “I hope we will one day bear witness to the realization of an  ideal city spanning 

the entire world, where there will be no crimes and every citizen  would be living in health and harmony. 

Long Live Freedom!”  Behrouz Javid Tehrani is currently being held at Karaj’s Gohardasht Prison. 


